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Abstract
This deliverable presents User Interface (UI) prototypes for a Trust Evaluation Function, which has the purpose of communicating reliable information about trustworthiness and assurance (that the stated privacy functionality is provided) of services sides to end users. For the design of this trust evaluation function, we have followed an interdisciplinary approach by investigating social factors for establishing reliable trust, technical and organizational means, as well as HCI (Human Computer Interaction) concepts for mediating evaluation results to the end users. Three iterations of mockups of trust evaluation function UIs that were produced and tested at Karlstad University’s Ozlab are presented and discussed.
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Executive Summary

Trust plays a major role in privacy-enhancing identity management, because users do not only need to trust their own platforms to manage their personal data accordingly but also need to trust communication partners and their remote set of platforms that receives personal data to process their data in a privacy-friendly manner and according to the (business) agreements.

Within the PrimeLife work package 4.2 on “Trust and Assurance HCI”, we have elaborated the user interface designs of a trust evaluation function which allows end users to evaluate the trustworthiness of services sides. For this, reliable information about trustworthiness of the services side as well as information about the assurance that the privacy functionality promised by a services side is provided needs to be communicated to the end user.

For the design of the trust evaluation function, we have first studied social trust factors for establishing reliable trust, which have then motivated our choice of trust parameters for the trust evaluation function. The chosen trust parameters mainly refer to the institutional layers of the social trust factor model by Leenes et al. (2005) comprising information provided by trustworthy independent monitoring and enforcing institutions, including information about privacy and trust seals certified by data protection commissions or independent certifiers, the appearance of a site on blacklists maintained by consumer organisations, as well as information about the appearance security & privacy alert lists, such as anti-phishing alert lists. Another trust parameter that we have chosen measures the site’s benevolence to implement privacy-enhancing PrimeLife functions. For this, dynamic seals can be used that can be generated in real-time by an “Assurance Evaluation component” at the services side.

For the design of user interfaces for a trust evaluation function, several HCI (Human Computer Interaction) challenges have to be met: The function has to illustrate parameters with different semantics and scopes (referring to both trustworthiness in terms of privacy and business reliability). Besides its has to address usability problems that we have observed from previous usability tests of prototypes developed by the PRIME project, namely the user’s difficulty to differentiate between the user and the services side, as well as the phenomenon that extensive warnings can confuse the users that do not know how to react on them.

The following design principles have been applied for the UI (User Interface) design of our trust evaluation function comprising general HCI principles as well as specific design principles for addressing the challenges mentioned above:

- The use of a selection of meaningful overall evaluation results;
- The use of a multi-layered structure for displaying evaluation results on three levels (the overall result is shown on top level in situations where the user is requested to disclose data. The user can then click on a link leading to details of evaluation results of the individual trust parameters on the second level, which can be further expanded into a third level);
- The use of several UI concepts (text, colouring and icons in combination) for informing the users;
- Grouping of parameters into the categories “privacy” and “business reliability” to make clear that these are semantically different aspects of trustworthiness;
- Informing users without unnecessary warnings (i.e. the user is only warned about the more serious cases where a site appears on blacklists or alert lists, whereas in the case of
less serious results, such as that a site has no privacy seal, the user is only informed but no warning is displayed); 

• Making clear that the services side (and not the user side) is evaluated by wording and structuring of the user interfaces.

Three iterations of mockups of trust evaluation function user interface prototypes were developed and tested with 10+10+12 test participants at Karlstad University’s Ozlab. The usability tests clearly showed that our trust evaluation function is much appreciated by end users – almost all users would like to use a PrimeLife prototype including a trust evaluation function. Most test participants seemed to understand the presentation of overall evaluation results on top level as well as the fact that the services side was evaluated.

However, the tests also revealed some usability problems that we could not solve yet completed: In particular, some users had problems to understand the “neutral” evaluation result (in case that a site has no seal, is not supporting PrimeLife functions, is not blacklisted and does not appear on alert lists), which we first phrased with “Not bad”, “ok”, and finally in the third mockup iteration with “fair”. In the post-test interviews, there were no clear preferences for other names (such as “No alert”). The illustration of “neutral” results is one of the most difficult issues and still needs to be investigated further in our future work.
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Introduction

“Trust is important because if a person is to use a system to its full potential, be it an e-commerce site or a computer program, it is essential for her to trust the system” (Johnston et al. 2004).

Usability tests of privacy-enhancing identity management prototypes performed within the EU FP6 project PRIME\(^1\) have shown that there are problems to make people trust the claims about the privacy-enhancing features of the systems (see Fischer-Hübner and Pettersson 2004, Andersson et al. 2005). Although test users were first introduced into the aims and scope of privacy-enhancing identity management, the tests revealed that many of the test users did not trust the claim that the tested system would really protect their data and their privacy. Some participants voiced doubts over the whole idea of attempting to stay private on the Net. “Internet is insecure anyway” because people must get information even if it is not traceable by the identity management application, explained one test participant in a post-test interview. Another test subject stated: “It did not agree with my mental picture that I could buy a book anonymously”. Another factor contributing to the lack of trust that was revealed by our usability tests was that test subjects generally had difficulties to mentally differentiate between user side and services side identity management. In post-test interviews the test subjects sometimes referred to functionalities from both the website and the user side identity management system as if these were one. Consequently, they also had difficulties to understand that the user side identity management console, where the user can manage her electronic identities, can be trusted by the user because it is within the user’s control, whereas the website is under the service provider’s control. Similar findings of a lack of trust in privacy-enhancing technologies were also reported by others, e.g. by Günther and Spiekermann in a study on the perception of user control with privacy-enhancing identity management solutions for RFID environments, even though the test users considered the PETs in this study fairly easy to use (Günther and Spiekermann 2005).

Trust plays a major role in privacy-enhancing identity management, because users do not only need to trust their own platforms to manage their data accordingly but also need to trust services sides and their remote set of platforms that receive personal data to process their data in a privacy-friendly manner according to their business agreements with the users.

\(^{1}\) https://www.prime-project.eu/
For helping users to evaluate the trustworthiness of services sides, the focus has to be on mediating factors to the users that measure the vendor’s actual trustworthiness and that support trustworthy behavior of a site (Riegelsberger et al. 2005).

The HCI (Human Computer Interaction) research in PrimeLife approaches this problem in order to enhance the users’ trust in PrimeLife and its backend systems, by developing a trust evaluation function that can communicate reliable information about trustworthiness and assurance (that the stated privacy functionality is provided) of services sides during the process of trust and policy negotiation. For the design of this trust evaluation function, we have followed an interdisciplinary approach by investigating social factors for establishing reliable trust, technical and organizational means, as well as HCI concepts for mediating evaluation results to the end users.

The remainder of the document is structured as follows: In Chapter 2 (Trust Evaluation Parameters), we will discuss social trust factors, and how they have motivated the choice of trust parameters that we have chosen for the evaluation function. The underlying technical and organisational means for our trust parameters are mentioned and it is shown how information about those trust parameters are requested during the process of trust and privacy policy negotiation. In chapter 3, we briefly discuss HCI Challenges that need to be met when designing the user interfaces of a trust evaluation function and Chapter 4 is then presenting HCI Design Principles taking those challenges into account that we followed. In chapter 5, we are then presenting our trust evaluation function mockups. Chapter 6 is presenting the iterations of usability tests that we performed at Karlstad University and their results. In Chapter 7, we are briefly presenting related HCI approaches. Chapter 8 is finally providing conclusions and an outlook. Appendix A is presenting the complete set of user interface prototypes (mockups) that we have produced and tested in three iteration cycles.

This report is an updated and extended version of chapter 4 (HCI for Trust and Assurance Evaluation) of the HCI Research Report V1 (PrimeLife Deliverable D4.1.1). For the HCI research report, we had only reported our first research results based on our initial mockups and first iteration of usability tests, whereas this report presents our advanced results after three iterations, in which our mockups have been successively improved and tested.
Chapter 2

Trust Evaluation Parameters

For designing a trust evaluation function, an interdisciplinary approach has to be taken by investigating the social factors for establishing reliable trust\(^2\), technical and organisational means, as well as HCI concepts for mediating evaluation results to the end users. In this chapter, we first elaborate social trust factors for establishing reliable trust (section 2.1). Then, we show how social trust factors have motivated our choice of trust parameters for the evaluation function and mention the underlying technical and organisational means (static seals, dynamic assurance seals, black and alert lists) for our chosen trust parameters (section 2.2). Finally, it is shown how information about those trust parameters are requested during the process of trust and privacy policy negotiation (section 2.3).

2.1 Social trust factors

A trust evaluation function has to be based on suitable parameters corresponding to social trust factors for measuring the actual trustworthiness of a communication partner in terms of privacy practices and of the reliability as a business partner and for establishing reliable trust. Social trust factors in the context of e-Commerce have already been researched by others.

For instance, Turner (2001) showed that for ordinary users to feel secure when transacting with a website the following factors play a role: 1. the company’s reputation, 2. their experiences with the website, and 3. recommendations from independent third parties.

Riegelsberger et.al. (2005) present a trust framework which is based on contextual properties (based on temporal, social and institutional embeddedness) and the services side’s intrinsic properties (ability, motivation based on internalized norms, such as privacy policies, and benevolence) that form the basis of trustworthy behavior. Temporal embeddedness can be signalled by visible investment in the business and the site, as e.g. visualised by professional website design, which can also be seen as a symptom for the vendor’s intrinsic property of competence or ability to fulfil a contract. Taking the phenomenon into consideration that many users have problems to differentiate between user and services side, these factors of professional

design should in general be taken into account for the UI (user interface) design of a PrimeLife trust evaluation function even though the trust evaluation function is not part of the vendor’s website but part of the user side identity management system. Social embeddedness, i.e. the exchange of information about a services side’s performance among users, can be addressed by reputation systems. Institutional embeddedness refers to the assurance of trustworthiness by institutions, as done with trust seal programs.

A model of social trust factors, which was developed by social science researchers in the PRIME project (Leenes et al. 2005), (Andersson et al. 2005), has identified 5 layers on which trust plays a role in online services: socio-cultural, institutional, service area, application, and media. Service area-related trust aspects which concern the trust put in a particular branch or sector of economic activity, as well as socio-cultural trust aspects can however not be directly influenced by system designers. Also control over the media layer-related trust aspects (i.e. trust in the Internet as a reliable medium) is limited for identity management system designers. More suitable factors for establishing reliable trust can be achieved on the institutional and application layers of the model, which also refer to trust properties (contextual property based on institutional embeddedness as well as certain intrinsic properties of a web application) of the framework by Riegelsberger et al. (2005). As discussed by Leenes et al. (2005), on the institutional layer, trust in a service provider can be established by monitoring and enforcing institutions, such as data protection commissioners, consumer organisations and certification bodies. Besides, on the application layer, trust in an application can be enhanced if procedures are clear, transparent and reversible, so that users feel in control. This also corresponds to the findings of Trustguide (2006), which provides guidelines on how cybertrust can be enhanced.

### 2.2 Chosen parameters and their underlying technical and organisational concepts

Taking results of these studies on social trust factors into consideration, we have chosen the following parameters for evaluating the trustworthiness of communication partners that mainly refer to the institutional and application layers of the social trust factor model.

Information provided by trustworthy independent monitoring and enforcing institutions, which we are utilising for our trust evaluation function, comprise:

- Privacy and trust seals certified by data protection commissioners or independent certifiers (e.g., the EuroPrise seal³, the TRUSTe seal⁴ or the ULD Gütesiegel⁵).
- Blacklists maintained by consumer organisations (such blacklist exists for example in Sweden listing companies not following the National Board for Consumer Complaints' recommendations on how to settle consumer disputes)
- Security & privacy alert lists (such as alert lists for phishing sites, such as Google’s anti-phishing blacklist. In future, privacy alert lists could also be maintained by data protection commissioners).

The European Consumer Centres have launched a web-based solution, Howard the owl, for checking trust marks and other signs of trustworthiness that could be used as well when evaluating a web shop⁶.

---

³ https://www.european-privacy-seal.eu/
⁴ http://www.truste.org/
⁵ https://www.datenschutzzentrum.de/guertesiegel/index.htm
⁶ ready21.dev.visionteam.dk
Static seals can be complemented by dynamic (in real-time generated) seals conveying assurance information about the current security state of the services side’s system and its implemented privacy and security functions. Such dynamic seals can be generated in real-time by an “Assurance Evaluation” component that has been implemented within the PRIME framework (Pearson 2006). Dynamic seals that are generated by tamper-resistant hardware can be regarded as third-party endorsed assurances, as the tamper-resistant hardware device can be modeled as a third party that is not under full control of the services side. Such dynamic assurance seals can measure the intrinsic property of a services side’s benevolence to implement privacy-enhancing functionality. Such functionality can comprise also transparency-enhancing tools that allow users to access, and to request to rectify or delete their personal data online (as implemented within the PrimeLife’s work packages 4.2 in cooperation with 2.2), which will allow users to feel in control. As discussed above, this is important prerequisite for establishing trust. For our trust evaluation function, we therefore used dynamic assurance seals informing about the PrimeLife privacy-enhancing functions that the services side’s system has implemented.

Also reputation metrics based on other users’ ratings can influence user trust, as discussed above. Reputation systems, such as for instance the one in eBay, can however often be manipulated by reputation forging or poisoning. Besides, the calculated reputation values are often based on subjective ratings by non-experts, for whom it might for instance be difficult to judge the privacy-friendliness of communication partners. So far, we have therefore not considered reputation metrics for the PrimeLife trust evaluation function, even though we plan to address them in future research and versions of trust evaluations within the PrimeLife project.

2.3 Request and evaluation of trust parameters during the process of privacy and trust policy negotiation

![Diagram of privacy and trust policy negotiation in PRIME and PrimeLife](image_url)

Following the process of trust and policy negotiation of the PRIME technical architectures (on which also PrimeLife systems are based), privacy seals, which are digitally signed by the issuing institution, as well as dynamic assurance seals can be requested from a services side directly (see
steps 4-5 in Figure 1), whereas information about blacklisting and alerts need to be retrieved from the third party list providers (see steps 6-7 in Figure 1). When the user requests a service (step 1), the services side replies with a request of personal data and a proposal of a privacy policy (step 2). After evaluating the request and privacy policy (step 3), the user may want to evaluate the site’s trustworthiness first, before making any decision. The user can then in turn request trust and assurance data and evidences from the services side, such as privacy seals and dynamic assurance seals (steps 4-5), and information about blacklisting or alerts concerning this site from alert list or blacklist providers (steps 6-7). Information about the requested trust parameters are then evaluated at the user side and displayed via the trust evaluation user interfaces along with the privacy policy information of the services side within the “Send Personal Data?” dialogue window (see Figure 3 below), with which also the user’s informed consent for releasing the requested data for the stated policy is solicited. The user can then based on the trust evaluation results and policy information decide on releasing the requested personal data items and possibly adopt the proposed policy, which is then replied to the service provider (step 8).
Designing the UI for a Trust Evaluation Function poses several challenges that need to be addressed. In particular, besides the challenge of finding appropriate trust parameters addressed in chapter 2, those trust parameters as part of the trust metrics that we are using also need to be evaluated, aggregated and presented in a manner that is helpful, appreciated and well understood, i.e. not misinterpreted by the end user. For this, the following issues need to be addressed:

3.1 Illustrate parameters with different semantics and scopes

Trust and Assurance parameters can have different scopes. Besides, the fact that information about parameters is available or not, or that criteria are fulfilled or not, the parameters can have different semantics.

The user’s trust in a services side will depend both on the services side’s privacy and business practices – i.e. different aspects have to be measured. Parameters “Privacy seals”, “Supports PrimeLife functions”, “Mentioned in security and privacy alert lists” that we have chosen for our mockups (see below) measure the trust that users can put into that their data are processed in a secure, privacy-friendly and lawful manner. The parameter “Blacklisted” in turn measures the trustworthiness of a services side as a business partner. Users need to understand that privacy and business reliability are different trust categories (e.g., an eShop that is a reliable business partner could still misuse its customers’ personal data or vice versa).

Moreover, the evaluation results that a services side is not listed on blacklists or on a security & privacy alert list are at least positive indications for the trustworthiness of a services side, whereas the result that a services side has no privacy seals, or that the privacy seals have expired, and information that PrimeLife functions are not supported is not anything positive. However, the absence of seals and support of PrimeLife functions cannot be interpreted as a negative (“bad”) trust evaluation result either, as privacy seal evaluations and systems with implemented PrimeLife functions are very rare nowadays. Even privacy-friendly organizations today usually have no systems supporting PrimeLife functions or systems that have gone through a privacy seal certification, and thus would fail those criteria. This situation could however change in the future.
A challenge for the user interface is to illustrate these different parameters and their different scopes and semantics in an understandable manner.

### 3.2 Find intuitive icons

Trust measures should also be illustrated by suitable policy icons, which can increase the learnability and may allow users to faster recognize the evaluation results. As already mentioned in the PRIME HCI Guidance deliverable D6.1.f, icons have to be carefully chosen and tested, so that they are intuitively understood by the users.

### 3.3 Address usability problems discovered in previous tests

Furthermore, our trust evaluation function needs to address the following problems observed from usability tests of PRIME prototypes, which might even lead to reduced trust in a system if they are not properly treated:

#### 3.3.1 Users have difficulties to differentiate between user and services sides

This problem was already detected in the usability tests of early PRIME prototypes (PRIME deliverable D6.1.b). The usability tests of the PRIME integrated prototype IPV3x also revealed that the user interfaces of the PRIME assurance evaluation function did for many test users not make clear enough that the services side and not the user side was evaluated. The consequence was that although the assurance evaluation function had the objective to enhance trust in PRIME, test scenarios with negative assurance evaluation results led to a reduced trust of test users in the PRIME system (see test reports for PRIME IPv3 reported in PrimeLife Deliverable D4.1.1).

#### 3.3.2 Extensive warnings can be misleading

The assurance evaluation function in PRIME displayed warnings also in cases that services sides had no privacy seals or were not implementing PRIME functionality. These warnings confused many users who were unsure how to react on them. The fact that a services side has no seal and is not running PrimeLife is usually nothing a user needs to be concerned about – this is the case for the majority of services sides today. As discussed above, having a seal and implementing PrimeLife functions is definitively a positive trust indication, whereas the absence of seals and PrimeLife functionality support cannot be interpreted as a negative trust evaluation result.
Chapter 4

Design Principles and Mockups

For the design of our trust evaluation function mockups, we followed the design principles listed below comprising general HCI principles as well as design principles, which should in particular address challenges and usability problems that we have encountered in previous usability tests (see chapter 3).

4.1 Use a selection of meaningful overall evaluation results

For simplification, the evaluation results are summarised into three possible overall results: “good”, “fair”, and “poor”. These results that already provide a semantic by their naming should be more meaningful than for instance percentages as used by reputation metrics such as in eBay or WOT – Web of Trust (How should, for instance, a reputation rating of 92% be interpreted by a user?). These names were chosen for alarming the users only in cases that something negative can be reported and also for informing them about positive trust indicators.

The naming of the third result, currently “fair”, has proven difficult. Several different names and smileys have been tested in the three usability test of our mockups conducted:

- “Not bad”, the grey colour and a neutral looking emoticon 😞 was used in the first test session, but this was confusing for the test participant and several interpreted it as meaning “not evaluated”.

- In the second test session “OK” and another neutral looking emoticon 😐, was used. This result was still interpreted as “not evaluated” by some participants while others interpreted the result as neutral or even trusted. In the pre-test interview “Not bad”, “No alarm” and “OK”, all with the same neutral smiley, were presented. When the participants were asked to chose the most popular alternative was “No Alarm”, preferred by four participants, followed by ”OK”, preferred by three participants, and ”Not bad”, preferred by two participants, (one participant did not like any of the alternatives).

- “Fair” in combination with a middle result on the trust meter (see Figure 2a) was used in the mockup during the third test session. As in the previous tests, this result was interpreted as

---

7 http://www.mywot.com
“not evaluated” by some participants (four out of the twelve participants). When the participants later were asked to choose between “Fair” and “OK”, in combination with a middle result on the trust meter, “Fair” proved to be the most popular alternative.

In order to make the middle result less confusing and to put it into context on a scale ranging from “poor” to “good”, the idea of illustrating the trust test result with emoticons was elaborated and a trust meter created, see Figure 2.

The emoticons used in the first two tests, as well as the “Not bad/OK” emoticon described above, was in the third usability test replaced with the trust meter. The trust meter received some positive comments from the test participants. However, as previously mentioned, some participants still believed that the middle result represented a non-evaluation (i.e. the website had not been evaluated).

![Figure 2: Trust Meter illustrating three different trust evaluation results](image)

The following algorithm is used for calculating the overall results that are displayed on the top layer:

- A services side is rated as “fair” (illustrated by the meter shown in Figure 2a), if no positive (the services side has no privacy seals, no support of PrimeLife functions) and no negative (the services side does not appear on security & privacy alert lists or blacklists) evaluation results are reported.

- A services side is rated as “poor” (illustrated by the meter shown in Figure 2b) if it is either blacklisted or mentioned in security & privacy alert lists. If the services side is both blacklisted and appears on alert lists, the arrow of the trust meter points to the very left end of the meter (see Figure 2c).

- A services side is rated as “good” (illustrated by the meter shown in Figure 2d), if nothing bad can be reported (i.e., the services side is neither blacklisted nor appearing on security & privacy alert lists) and something positive can be reported (meaning that the services side has been awarded a privacy seal or supports PrimeLife functions). If the services side is neither blacklisted nor does it appear on alert lists, and if it has a privacy seals and supports PrimeLife functions, the arrow of the trust meter points to the very right end of the meter (see Figure 2e).
4.2 Use a multi-layered structure for displaying evaluation results

In our mockups, the trust evaluation results are displayed in increasing details on multiple layers, in order to prevent an information overload for users not interested in the details of the evaluation.

On the top layer, only the overall evaluation result is presented to the user in situations when he is requested to release personal data to a communication partner (i.e. in the “Send Personal Data?” window). The overall result is shown in form of coloured emoticons accompanied by a short textual description and a meter indicating the overall trust evaluation result (see below and Figure 3). Users that are interested in more details and the reasons for the overall results can click on “Trust evaluation result” to get to the second layer displaying the individual evaluation results of the four evaluation parameters that are referring to security & privacy alert lists, black-listing, awarded privacy seals and support of PrimeLife functions. The third layer with the details of the individual evaluation results can then be reached from the second layer by clicking the “Expand” button, or by expanding the view on results for certain parameters only (see Figure 3).

Figure 3: Mockups providing multi-layered trust evaluation presentation
4.3 Make clear what is evaluated

The user interface should make very clear that the services side and not the client side is evaluated. For showing this, our mockups are clearly speaking about the trust evaluation results “for this site” on the top level after naming this site (see Figure 3, “Send Personal Data?”). The fact that the trust evaluation results refer to the services side is also made clear by putting it into the box of the “Send Personal Data?” window displaying information about the data requester, i.e. the services side.

As illustrated in Figure 3, the “Send Personal Data?” window is also structured in three areas referring to the data requested, the services side that is requesting the data, and the purposes. The trust evaluation result is placed in the area for the data requestor to make the relation even more clear.

On the second and third presentation layers, the evaluation subject is also clearly stated by the wording “[Company] has been evaluated…” used in the UI.

4.4 Use several UI concepts for informing users

In our mockups, we use the different UI concepts of text, colouring and icons in combination, in order to inform the user about the evaluation results in an easily and intuitively understandable way. The text states the evaluation results unambiguously, while the colours “red” and “green” in addition mark “poor” and “good” overall and individual evaluation results. The result “fair” is not marked with a colour. The choice of colour, or lack thereof, for the “fair” result is described in Section 4.5.

The additional icons should enable users to quickly grasp these evaluation results. The following icons were chosen:

4.4.1 On top layer

- For the trust evaluation function:

- For the overall evaluation results: (see Section 4.1 above):

4.4.2 On second and third layer

- For alarming the user:

- For the evaluation result that a services side has a privacy seal (TRUSTe seal, EuroPrise seal, ULD Gütesiegel):
• For the evaluation result that a services side has not a specific seal or that there is at least no information about awarded seals:

• For the evaluation result that a seal once awarded for a services side has expired. These icons were used in test 1 (grey seal with an hour glass where the sand has already been running through):

• Since the icons with the question mark or hour glass above were not understood by the test participants they were replaced with another set of icon in test 2 and 3 (greyed out seals with a grey line crossing each of them). However, some participants still had difficulty determining what the icon represented:

• For the evaluation result that the services side supports PrimeLife functions (illustrated by the PrimeLife logo):

• For the evaluation result that the services side system does not support PrimeLife functions (crossed-out PrimeLife logo). This icon was used in test 1:

• Since the icon with the black cat as depicted above was perceived as not “trustworthy” in test 1 it was replaced with another icon in test 2 and 3. This icon did not get any negative comments from the test participants:

4.5 Inform the user without unnecessary warnings

As described above, users should only be alarmed about negative overall and individual evaluation results that they should worry about, i.e. in the cases where services sides are blacklisted or appeared on security & privacy alert lists. In these cases, the overall evaluation result “poor” with a sad-looking emoticon and a red background colour is used. Also on the second layer, the individual evaluation results “ Mentioned in security & privacy alert lists” and “Blacklisted” have an alarming red background colour and an alarm icon is displayed next to the text. “Good” evaluation results are coloured “green” and if nothing good or bad is reported, the lack of colour is used to symbolise that no positive and no negative evaluation results are reported.

For previous PRIME mockups of an assurance evaluation function, we used the traffic light metaphor with a yellow background colour if criteria were only partially fulfilled or if information
about them was missing. The colour yellow is however symbolising a state right previous to an alarm, which is thus not an appropriate analogy, as in those of partially fulfilled criteria or missing information nothing bad can be reported. The yellow colour might therefore unnecessarily warn or even confuse the users. Hence, instead of a yellow we first chose a more neutral grey for those cases. This was used in the first usability tests of our mockups conducted. The results of the test showed that several test participants believed that the website had not been evaluated, or that the grey colour indicated that the user had not made any settings for the marked parameter. In the second and third test session the grey colour was removed from the result presentation, since it could indicate a “not available”-state, and the naming was changed from “Not bad” to “OK” in the second test and “Fair” in the third test, as described in Section 4.1.

4.6 Group parameters into categories

In the second and third iterations of mockups, we structured the trust parameters visible on the second and third layers into the categories “Business reliability” (comprising the parameter “blacklisted”) and “privacy (comprising the parameters of security & privacy alert lists, privacy seals and PrimeLife function support). This structure should illustrate that the trust parameter used have different semantics and that scenarios with companies that are “blacklisted” for bad business practices, even though they have a privacy seal and/or support PrimeLife functions do not have to be contradictory, as they refer to different aspects of trustworthiness.
Scenarios and Test Results

A total of three usability tests have been conducted with our three iterations of mockups during 2009; the first in January with ten test persons, the second in February, also with ten test persons, and the third in March-May, with twelve test persons. All test participants were Swedish.

The tests were performed in the Ozlab testing environment of Karlstad University. During the tests, the test leader was seated next to the test persons and made notes about the test persons’ reactions. Screen actions were recorded and later analysed, and post test interviews were performed (Lindström 2009a, Lindström 2009b, Lindström and Nilsson 2009).

5.1 The scenarios and test users actions

The scenarios used in our three test sessions are presented in a summarised form in Table 1 below. In the table, the number of the tasks and the tasks themselves are described in italic, followed by the overall trust evaluation result in bold with the detailed trust parameters listed underneath. The scenarios have been divided into five different groups according to the trust evaluation result and detailed parameters in order to compare the three test sessions.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario group</th>
<th>Test 1</th>
<th>Test 2</th>
<th>Test 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A</strong></td>
<td>1) Enter personal data into the PrimeLife system</td>
<td>1) Enter personal data into the PrimeLife system</td>
<td>1) Enter personal data into the PrimeLife system</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| **B** | 3) Register as a customer at an unknown website; **“Poor”**  
- Mentioned in privacy alert list (The Swedish Data Inspection Board)  
- Supports PrimeLife-functions  
4) Register as a member at an unknown Slovenian website (bookshop); **“Poor”**  
- Blacklisted (Austria)  
- Privacy seal (TRUSTe Seal)  
- Does not support PrimeLife-functions | 2) Register as a customer at an unknown website; **“Poor”**  
- Blacklisted (Austria)  
- Supports PrimeLife-functions | 2) Register as a customer at an unknown website; **“Poor”**  
- Blacklisted (Sweden)  
- Supports PrimeLife-functions  
5) Register as a customer at an unknown online-ring tones website; **“Poor”**  
- Supports PrimeLife-functions  
- Blacklisted (Denmark) |
| **C** | 5) Register as a member at an unknown news website; **“Not bad”**  
- Not mentioned on selected privacy alert lists  
- No privacy seals  
- Not blacklisted  
- Does not support PrimeLife-functions. | 3) Register as a member at an unknown online-game website; **“OK”**  
- Not mentioned on selected privacy alert lists  
- No privacy seals  
- Not blacklisted  
- Does not support PrimeLife-functions. | 3) Register as a member at an unknown online-game website; **“Fair”**  
- Not mentioned on selected privacy alert lists  
- No privacy seals  
- Not blacklisted  
- Does not support PrimeLife-functions. |
| **D** | 2) Register as a customer at a known Swedish website; **“Good”**  
- Privacy seal (TRUSTe Seal)  
- Supports PrimeLife-functions | 4) Register as a member at an unknown online-movie website; **“Good”**  
- Privacy seal (TRUSTe Seal)  
- Supports PrimeLife-functions |  
| **E** | 6) Register as a member at an unknown online-game website; **“Good”**  
- Not mentioned on selected privacy alert lists  
- No privacy seals  
- Not blacklisted  
- Supports PrimeLife-functions |  
|  
| Table 1: Scenarios used in the three trust test sessions |  
|  
|  
|  
|  
| 26 |
5.1.1 Scenario group A – enter personal data

All three usability test sessions started with the same scenario: the user was asked to enter personal data into the PrimeLife system since it was the first time the user used the system. All participants entered personal data without any problem. It was obvious that all of them had done similar actions before.

5.1.2 Scenario group B – “Poor”

In scenario group B the trust evaluation result was “poor” but the detailed parameters differed between the three usability tests. In the first and second test sessions all participants chose not to send personal data to the website. In the third test the result was the same with exception to one test participant; in scenario 2 he did not trust the evaluation and chose to send his personal information, the same choice was made in scenario 5 where he commented that the website was blacklisted in Denmark and he did not care about Danish blacklists. In the first test session two participants commented in scenario 4 that they thought it was strange that the site was blacklisted but still had privacy seal(s) and another three participants commented that the site did not support/ was not controlled by/ connected to the PrimeLife system. “...this does not feel good since I have bought the PrimeLife system to protect me...”.

5.1.3 Scenario group C – “Not bad/OK/Fair”

The impression that the test leader got was that the trust evaluation result in group C was the most difficult for the participants to understand. Many different responses were made of what the result meant. Some persons interpreted the results as neither good nor bad but one participant in the first test also commented that “According to the detailed result there is no result at all. Thus ‘Not bad’ can mean ‘not evaluated’.”. Two other participants came to the same conclusion, i.e. that the website was not evaluated. One person in the second test questioned how it is possible for the system to know if the website is okay or not if it does not support PrimeLife-functions. The confusion was also noticeable in the third test session, even though we used tool tips to better explain what a Support of PrimeLife functions should mean. Four participants believed that the website had not been evaluated, and one participant said: “The website has behaved but they don’t use the PrimeLife system, thus PrimeLife can not help me at all...”.

5.1.4 Scenario group D – “Good”

Since this was the second scenario in the first test session, it almost immediately became clear that the users had no problem understanding the green colour but the grey colour was confusing to some participants. In the third test session most participants finished the fourth scenario very fast and agreed to send data. Only one participant cancelled and commented that he had too vague information about PrimeLife to decide if they were trustworthy enough: “The website has good recommendations but can I trust PrimeLife? ”.

5.1.5 Scenario group E – “Good”

This scenario group was only presented in the first test session. Several participants commented that the smiley on the result summary was green and that they trusted that even though they did not fully understand the detailed results. One participant thought that “If PrimeLife had checked this website it would have been green indications on the other results too.”.
5.2 Detailed test results

Answers to the questions posed in test 1

1) Is the workflow good?

Eight participants answered that the prototype was easy to navigate, the other two answered “to some extent”, they later elaborated when asked what was difficult: one of them answered “the cat” and the other the expand/collapse icons.

2) What is suitable name for the function(s) in question in English?

Seven out of ten participants wanted to call the control/evaluation the system performed “Trust Evaluation”, however, this was the expression used in the prototype. The other three suggested “Are they trustworthy?”, “Trust this partner” or something with the words “Trust” and “Check”.

3) When do users want to have information on the individual evaluations: already in “Send Personal Data?” or by clicking on a summary of the evaluation result?

When asked when they want information on the individual evaluations seven participants answered that they wanted more information on the first layer, i.e. in the “Send Personal Data?” window. The remaining three wanted the same solution as seen in the prototype, i.e. by clicking on a summary of the evaluation result.

4) How do icons work at top-level (i.e. in the “Send Personal Data?” window) to indicate evaluation results?

- The icon for “Warning” was correctly understood by all participants.
- This icon was interpreted as no information, not evaluated or not fulfilled.
- The hourglass was the most noticed part of this icon, the participants talked about time and waiting but none of them understood the icon.
- Four participants gave a correct explanation of the icon, the remaining six had no guesses.

5) Should there be an icon for the evaluation function, and what should it look like?

Seven of the ten participants answered yes when asked, but they had very few ideas about how it should look. The two suggestions made were a star or the same icon as used but combined with text.

- The icon used in the prototype was explained in several different ways by the participants in the pre-test interview, and four participants commented that they did not notice it during the test. Two test participants described it correctly.
6) How are the colours perceived on the second level?

The colours red and green in the prototype (both on icons and over text) were all understood correctly by the participants.

The grey colour (both on icons and text fields) were confusing. The participants gave different explanations of how they perceived it; there were speculation that the site was not controlled, had done nothing wrong or information was missing. None of the participants gave an entirely correct description of the trust evaluation result for “Not bad”.

7) Do people like this function?

Yes, all participants would like to use a product that controls the visited website.

Other findings

When asked which side the evaluation regarded (user’s computer or the visited website) nine out of ten participants answered correct, the last participant thought that both services sides where evaluated.

**Answers to the questions posed in test 2**

1) Would a trust evaluation function make the PrimeLife system more trustworthy?

Yes, all participants thought that inserting the Trust Evaluation function will make the PrimeLife system more trustworthy.

2) Do users succeed to make a distinction between user and service side?

Yes, nine out of ten participants answered correct.

3) What is suitable name for the function(s) in question?

Eight out of ten participants wanted to call the control/evaluation the system performed “Trust Evaluation”, however, this was the expression used in the prototype.

4) Are there any differences in how users perceive blacklisting from different countries?

The participants were asked to list how serious it is to be on a blacklist from Sweden, Austria and Slovenia:

- Swedish most serious and Slovenian least serious: 6 participants.
- Equally serious regardless country: 2 participants.
- Swedish and Austrian most serious: 1 participant.
- Austrian and Slovenian most serious: 1 participant.
The participants were asked to list how serious it is to be on an alert list from Sweden, Austria and Slovenia:

- Swedish most serious and Slovenian least serious: 4 participants.
- Equally serious: 3 participants.
- Slovenian and Austrian most serious: 2 participants.
- Slovenian most serious, Swedish and Austrian equally serious: 1 participant.

When asked to compare the seriousness of a Swedish blacklist with a Swedish alert list six participants thought it was most serious to be on a “Blacklist”, three participants thought it was equally serious to be on a “Blacklist” and an “Alert list”, and one participants thought it was most serious to be on an “Alert list”.

5) Evaluate some alternative options for some of the icons

Three versions of the middle result were presented, “Not bad”, “No alarm”, “OK”, and the participants asked which one they preferred. Four participants thought “No Alarm” was best, three participants preferred “OK” and two participants liked ”Not bad” best.

One participant did not like any of the alternatives.

Seven participants thought a grey strike-through icon was the best option to illustrate to the user that a website does not have the desired privacy seals. Two participants preferred only the grey seal-icon. One participant did not want an icon at all.

Answers to the questions posed in test 3

1) Are there any differences in how users perceive blacklisting from different countries?

Yes. The participants were asked to list how serious it is to be on a blacklist from Sweden, Denmark and Slovenia. Almost all participants assigned different degrees of seriousness to blacklists in different countries:

- Swedish most serious and Slovenian least serious: 4 participants.
- Swedish most serious and the other equally serious: 3 participants.
- Swedish and Danish most serious: 2 participants.
- Slovenian most serious, followed by Danish and then Swedish: 1 participant.
- Equally serious regardless country: 2 participants.

Seven out of twelve participants thought it was most serious to be blacklisted in Sweden, followed by Denmark. Only two participants thought it was equally serious to be blacklisted regardless country.

The participants gave different comments on why the degree of seriousness differs, e.g.:

- The Swedish Consumer Agency (Konsumentverket) made it more serious since it is a government agency.
- Don’t know what regulations they have in Slovenia, if they are as thorough as Sweden.
- If company was established worldwide or not. It is equally serious regardless country if they are.

The participants were also asked to list how serious it is to be on an alert list from Sweden, Denmark and Slovenia:

- Swedish most serious and Slovenian least serious: 2 participants.
- Swedish most serious and the other equally serious: 4 participants.
- Swedish and Danish most serious: 1 participant.
- Equally serious regardless country: 5 participants.

The participants were also asked to compare the seriousness of blacklist to alert list, and the result showed that five participants considered them equally serious, four participants thought that the blacklist was most serious and three participants answerer alert list.

2) Is the result Fair/No alert understood by the users?

The “fair” result was not fully understood. As previously described, eight participants chose not to send data in scenario 3. The participants were later asked to explain what the “fair” result means while looking at an image of the detailed trust evaluation result. Only four participants gave a correct answer. A “fair” result was interpreted as “not evaluated” by as many as half of the participants, “No evaluation is performed since everything is neutral…”.

The confusion of the “fair” result can be affected by the fact that PrimeLife functions were not supported in the scenario, and there was a confusion of what it means when PrimeLife functions are not supported by a service provider, although as many as nine participants answered correct when asked if a website that doesn’t support PrimeLife functions still can be evaluated (see question 4 below).

3) Which variant of trust meter do the users prefer?

The meter itself was understood quiet well by all participants and most participants thought it was good to see the whole scale of possible results (from “Poor” to “Good”).

4 participants
3 participants
3 participants
1 participant

1 participant preferred the grey meter without the names (not shown here).

4) Do the users understand that a website can be evaluated even if it doesn’t support PrimeLife-functions?

Yes, nine participants answered correctly. Three participants were unsure, one of them changed his/her mind during the interview and one believed that both services side were evaluated.
Other findings

When asked which side the evaluation regarded (user or services side) nine out of twelve participants answered correct. Two participants were unsure, one of which changed his mind during the interview and then gave the correct answer. The last participant thought that both sides were evaluated.

The participants were asked what would happen if they clicked on the link “security & privacy alert lists”. Eight of them answered that they would get a general explanation of alert lists and four expected a list of the different alert lists. The same question was asked about the link “desired privacy seals” and half of the participants expected a general explanation while the other half expected a list of the different privacy seals. When asked the same question about the link “PrimeLife functions” all participants expected an explanation of the functions. Not all participants specified how they thought that the information would be presented but the majority emphasised that the presentation depends on much information is being presented. Two participants answered that the information could drop-down and two preferred a pop-up.

5.3 Results overview

In this section, we briefly summarise the main findings of the three test rounds.

The positive results of the usability tests can be summarised as follows:

- Most participants seemed to understand the “Send Personal Data?” user interfaces and presented top-level trust evaluation results quiet easily. They thought that the UI was explicit and clear, with no distracting objects. The participants liked that the requested data were presented to them explicitly in “Send Personal Data?” before they decided to send their data or not.

- The “Good” and “Poor” emoticons on top level were also clearly understood by all users. Only the “Not bad/OK/Fair”-emoticon was by some test participants interpreted as confusing (more reflection on this below).

- The colours red and green in the prototype (both on icons and over text) were all understood correctly by the participants.

- The icon for alarming the users was also correctly understood. This was not further evaluated in test 2 and 3.

- As many as 14 out of the 20 participants in test 1 and 2 liked the function they tested to be called “Trust Evaluation”.

- All but one participant in test 1 and 2 said in the interviews that they would like to use a PrimeLife prototype including a Trust Evaluation function that is similar to the one that was tested.

- Nearly all participants understood that the services side, and not the user side, was evaluated.

However, the tests also revealed a couple of usability issues that need to be addressed by our next iteration of mockups:

- The more detailed trust evaluation results on the second layer were harder to understand for most test persons. The most difficult evaluation result to interpret for the test participants was the detailed “Fair” evaluation result, several participants stated that the website was “not evaluated”, “No evaluation is preformed since everything is neutral…”.

- The seal icons with question marks were hard to understand for most participants. All test participants misunderstood the seal icon with an hour glass. The icon was changed to a greyed out seal with a grey line crossing it but some participants still had difficulty determining what the icon represented.
Some participants took a bad trust evaluation result on the parameter “Blacklisting” more serious than on “Privacy alerts”. One comment from an interview with a test person was: “Alerts are warnings, but when you are blacklisted then it is really serious - this makes you think twice before sending my data”.

Almost all participants assigned different degrees of seriousness to blacklists in different countries. All test participants were Swedish and perceived a Swedish blacklist as the most serious one.

There has also remained confusion for some test users on how trust evaluation can work if the services side is not PrimeLife enabled. Hence, the users need to be better informed via the interface or other means that information about the services side’s trustworthiness can mostly be obtained from third parties and do not require PrimeLife support at the services side.
Chapter 6

Related UI Approaches

Examples for related trust evaluation functions, which both measure reputation based on user ratings, are for example WOT and TrustPlus\(^8\).

WOT is a browser plugin used for rating and evaluating other web sites by the categories “Trustworthiness”, “Vendor Reliability”, “Privacy” and “Child Safety”. A “poor” or “very poor” rating in any area will trigger a warning by default. However, users can also customize their level of protection and can for instance also be warned if no ratings are available at all. WOT displays ratings for the four categories and an overall rating by coloured circles. Also the interface for soliciting user ratings uses the colour metaphors dark green (best rating), light green, yellow, light red, dark red (lowest rating) (see Figure 4). Relying only on colours as a UI technique for informing users has however the drawback that it is not usable for users with a colour-blindness handicap. Besides, the semantics of the colours, and particularly the yellow colour, might be interpreted differently by different users (as something which is “ok” or something which is already symbolising weak trust properties).

TrustPlus is a system for rating the other users based on previous transactions (i.e. in their roles as sellers, buyers), interactions (e.g., chatting, dating or relationships (e.g. friends, family member). It uses more advanced scheme of six different trust symbol icons that do not only differ by colour by also by their form (see Figure 5) to symbolise trust ratings on a hierarchical scale from “do not trust” to “most trustworthy”. Figure 6 shows an example of a display of a TrustPlus rating. For our purposes, however, we think that the less fine-grained scale with only three value ranges that we are proposing will be expressive enough and easier to grasp by the users.

Both WOT and TrustPlus have the drawbacks of typical reputation systems as discussed above, i.e. they can be manipulated by reputation forging or poisoning, and often provide results of a limited reliability as the calculated reputation values are based on subjective ratings by usually non-experts.

\(^{8}\) http://www.trustplus.com
Figure 4: WOT User Interface for evaluating a site through user ratings

Figure 5: TrustPlus Inc. rating symbols
Figure 6: Example display of individual TrustPlus rating
Chapter 7

Conclusions and Outlook

Trust has been playing an important role in PrimeLife, because users do not only need to trust their own platforms (i.e. the user-side IDM) to manage their data accordingly but also need to trust the services sides that they process their data in a privacy-friendly and secure manner and according to the business agreements with the users.

After having investigated social trust factors for establishing reliable end user trust, we presented mockups for a Trust Evaluation Function in this deliverable, which utilises these trust factors and supports the user in reaching more informed decisions about the trustworthiness of online services.

First usability tests for three iterations of our PrimeLife trust evaluation function UI mockups clearly showed that such a trust evaluation function is much appreciated by end users. The presentation of overall evaluation results on top level as well as the fact that the services side was evaluated were well understood. Some users had problems though to understand the “neutral” evaluation result (in case a site has no seal, is not supporting PrimeLife functions, is not blacklisted and does not appear on alert lists), which we first phrased with ”Not bad”, “ok”, and then “fair”. However, in the post-test interviews, there were no clear preferences for other names (such as “No alert”). Hence, the illustration of “neutral” results is one of the most difficult issues and still needs to be investigated further.

Usability tests of the last version of the trust evaluation mockups will also be repeated at the usability lab of PrimeLife partner CURE with Austrian test users, which will allow us to do an intercultural comparison and analyse some cultural aspects of how the trust parameters are perceived.

Besides, we will also plan to extend our trust evaluation function to include reputation values of communication partners, which will allow us to evaluate not only the trustworthiness of services sides but also individual social community users. This will be based on findings of Activity 1 and WP2.2, on multilaterally secure reputation schemes and meaningful reputation aggregation mechanisms.
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Appendix A

User Interface Prototypes Evaluated in Three Usability Test Sessions

A.1 Initial user interface used in all three tests

Figure 7: UI for entering personal data (fictitious data is used), scenario group A: scenario 1
A.2 Selection of user interfaces in first test session

Figure 8: “Send Data” popped-up when the website requests personal data, scenario group D: scenario 2 – “good” result

Figure 9: “Expanded view” of Trust Evaluation Result in scenario group D: scenario 2
Figure 10: “Send Data” has popped-up when the website requests personal data, scenario group B: scenario 3 – “poor” result.

Figure 11: “Expanded view” of Trust Evaluation Result in scenario group B: scenario 3.
Figure 12: “Send Data” has popped-up when the website requests personal data, scenario group C: scenario 5 – “Not bad” result

Figure 13: “Expanded view” of Trust Evaluation Result in scenario group C: scenario 5
A.3 User interfaces in second test session

Figure 14: “Send Data” (empty) pops up when the website requests personal data, scenario group B: scenario 2 – “poor” result

Figure 15: “Expanded view” of Trust Evaluation Result in scenario group B: scenario 2
Figure 16: “Send Data” (empty) pops up when the website requests personal data, scenario group C: scenario 3 – “OK” result

Figure 17: “Expanded view” of Trust Evaluation Result in scenario group C: scenario 3
A.4 Selection if user interfaces in third test session

Figure 18: “Send Data” (empty) pops up when the website requests personal data, scenario group B: scenario 2 – “Poor” result

Figure 19: “Expanded view” of Trust Evaluation Result in scenario group B: scenario 2
Figure 20: “Send Data” (empty) pops up when the website requests personal data, scenario group C: scenario 3 – “Fair” result

Figure 21: “Expanded view” of Trust Evaluation Result in scenario group C: scenario 3
Figure 22: “Send Data” (empty) pops up when the website requests personal data, scenario group D: scenario 4 – “Fair” result

Figure 23: “Expanded view” of Trust Evaluation Result in scenario group D: scenario 4